In Colossians 1:3-13, the apostle Paul prays for the Colossians. It is a wonderful prayer - and a good example for us - but it is also a complex prayer.

Below is an attempt to put this complex passage into a format that shows the flow of thought. Only the words necessary to show this flow are included, so you will have to look up the verses in the New Testament. (The wording used below is based on the New International Version, but it is not a direct quote from that translation.) Note that within each "paragraph," parallel concepts are arranged in columns.

In this diagram, an arrow indicates that the line beneath it connects to the last thought in the previous line. (If the words had been aligned directly under the previous thought, the diagram would be too wide for the page.) The phrase "for this reason" (v. 9) connects to the entire previous paragraph - and requires us to think back to everything before it. (That previous paragraph is summarized in brackets just below that phrase.)

The diagram, as it is currently formatted, is the first step in studying this passage. If you were analyzing this passage, you might want to mark parallel concepts, relationships between the different parts of the passage, significant words or concepts that are repeated in different parts of the passage, and any other observations you might make. This could be done by circling the words, by using arrows or other types symbols, by writing notes along the edge, etc. (This would be easier to do by hand, rather than with a keyboard. So I have not done it here.) You might also want to bring in various insights you find in other passages (being careful to interpret each passage in its own context).

Remember that this is just a "guide" - the real studying and meditating (thinking) about the passage is up to you.
A "Flow-of-Thought" Diagram of Colossians 1:3-13

THANKS - (when we pray)
- BECAUSE: we heard about your FAITH/LOVE. [v.3-4]
  THESE (faith/love) spring from HOPE [v.5]
  HOPE = stored in heaven
    = heard about in the WORD
    (=GOSPEL you received)

THIS GOSPEL [message of hope] [v.6]
  = bearing fruit/growing
    - all over the world
      (just as it has...)
    - among you SINCE the day you:
      - heard it
      - understood God's grace
    = learned (by you) from Epaphras [v.7]
      = fellow servant
      = faithful minister on our behalf
      = ALSO told us about your LOVE
        in the Spirit [v.8]

FOR THIS REASON [v.9a]
  [SINCE we heard about your faith & love; love in the Spirit]
  [SINCE you understood the gospel & it is working in you]
  ... WE haven't stopped: PRAYING
    ASKING GOD to FILL YOU... [v.9a]

[Fill you]: WITH...
  KNOWLEDGE of his WILL
  THROUGH...
    all Spiritual Wisdom/Understanding [v.9b]
  So That...
    You May Live Worthy/Please Him
    - BEARING FRUIT in Work
    - GROWING in Knowledge of God [v.10]
      = STRENGTHENED - according to his might
        - in order that you may have:
          - ENDURANCE
          - PATIENCE [v.11]
      = GIVING THANKS to the Father [v.12a]

The FATHER:
  - He qualified you to share in the inheritance [v.12b]
  - He: RESCUED us from the dominion of darkness
    BROUGHT us to the kingdom of his Son
    [In the Son, we have:
      - redemption
      - forgiveness] [v.13]